
1. Introduction
Over the last decades the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) has undergone a substantial shrinking of its mass. The 
mass loss is dominated by an accelerating discharge of outlet glaciers in south-east, west, and north-west 
Greenland (Khan et al., 2015). After glaciers in north-east Greenland had a longer period of relative stability 
they have shown an increase in dynamic thinning (Khan et al., 2014) and surface melt water runoff (Noël 
et al., 2019) since the early 2000s. To deal with this area in detail one has to take a closer look at the North-
East Greenland Ice Stream (NEGIS). Accounting for about 16% of the entire area of the ice sheet (Khan 
et al., 2014), NEGIS originates near the summit and splits into the three main branches, Nioghalvfjerdsbræ 
(NG), Zachariae Isstrøm (ZI), and Storstrømmen (SN) (Figure  1). At present, the mass loss of the GrIS 
equals about 0.7 mm yr−1 of global sea-level rise (Forsberg et al., 2017; Shepherd et al., 2019; WCRP Glob-
al Sea Level Budget Group, 2018). The share of NG and ZI contribute less than 5% to this rise (Mouginot 
et al.,  2019). However, in the consequence of ocean warming (Schaffer et al.,  2020) the front of ZI will 
likely retreat another 30 km over the next decades and if, moreover, frontal melt rates exceed 6 m d−1, ZI 
alone might contribute 16 mm to global mean sea level by 2,100 (Choi et al., 2017). Hence, it is essential to 
monitor ice-surface elevation and mass balance in order to detect and understand any substantial changes.

Three main approaches are commonly used in order to infer the mass balance of ice sheets, namely the mass-
budget method, the gravity-change approach and the altimetry method. Results of the three methods were 
recently intercompared by Shepherd et al. (2019) and Bamber et al. (2018). However, the majority of pre-
vious studies applied each method separately (e.g., for satellite altimetry: Hurkmans et al., 2014; McMillan 
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Figure 1. Map of the study area. The main outlet glaciers, Nioghalvfjerdsbræ (NG), Zachariae Isstrøm (ZI) and 
Storstrømmen (SN), the ice caps Flade Isblink and Holm Land, the islands Hovgaard Ø and Lambert Land are shown 
(geographical names after Weidick, 1995). TUD GNSS (with the measured number of campaigns) and GNET sites are 
indicated by different colored triangles. GNET, Greenland GPS network; GNSS, Global Navigation Satellite System; 
TUD, Technische Universität Dresden.
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et al., 2016; Sørensen et al., 2011; e.g., for satellite gravimetry: Groh et al., 2019; Luthcke et al., 2006; Mot-
tram et al., 2019; Schrama et al., 2014; Wouters et al., 2008).

The mass-balance estimation by satellite gravimetry is hampered as it depends on glacial-isostatic adjust-
ment (GIA) correction. GIA describes the response of the solid Earth to changing ice load throughout the 
glacial history. This process involves a viscous mass flow in the Earth interior, mainly in the asthenosphere. 
Resulting effects, which are observable by geodetic methods, comprise a deformation of the Earth surface 
and a change of the geoid. Thus, altimetric and gravimetric mass-balance estimates have to be corrected 
for the GIA effect. However, estimates from gravimetry are more affected by the GIA correction and its 
uncertainty than estimates from altimetry, because the contribution of the GIA-induced solid Earth defor-
mation to the total observed altimetric height change is small in contrast to the contribution of the GIA-in-
duced mass-equivalent change to the total observed gravimetric mass change (Gunter et al., 2014; Wahr 
et al., 2000). For Greenland, Shepherd et al. (2019) reported a spread of the mass-equivalent GIA effect from 
−27 to 21 Gt yr−1 predicted by six different GIA models. Wake et al. (2016) ascribed an average uncertainty 
of about 26 Gt yr−1 to the GIA prediction mainly due to the insufficient knowledge of the rheological prop-
erties of the Earth. This means that for the GrIS as a whole the GIA-related uncertainty is in the order of 10% 
of the mass loss signal (Wake et al., 2016). For individual drainage basins, however, the GIA contribution 
and its uncertainty can be significantly larger in relation to the ice-mass change. Especially in north-east 
Greenland the mass-change rate and the GIA signal might have similar magnitudes (Barletta et al., 2013).

The mass-balance estimation by satellite altimetry is complicated as it requires assumptions about the firn 
structure in order to convert the altimetric height measurements to mass, whereas satellite gravimetry is 
directly sensitive to mass redistributions. In contrast to satellite gravimetry, however, altimetry data can be 
used to determine mass changes at a higher spatial resolution. Exploiting the synergy of the two satellite 
techniques improves ice-mass change estimates (Forsberg et al., 2017; Sasgen et al., 2019). This requires 
a consistent treatment of the different satellite-based data sets together with the GIA effect. In addition, 
the contribution of peripheral glaciers and ice caps to the Greenland mass loss cannot be neglected (Bolch 
et al., 2013; Gardner et al., 2013; Marzeion et al., 2012). Combination approaches for Greenland using data 
from the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) and various satellite altimetry missions were 
recently published by Colgan et al. (2015) and Forsberg et al. (2017). Whereas Colgan et al. (2015) incorpo-
rated peripheral glaciers according to the Greenland glacier inventory (Citterio & Ahlstrøm, 2013), Forsberg 
et al. (2017) included them to a variable extent adapted to the availability of altimetry data. Both performed 
their combination analysis on a spatial grid resolution of about 25 × 25 km2 and accounted for the GIA 
signal using the model ICE-5G (Peltier, 2004).

In addition to the long-term GIA deformation, contemporary ice-mass changes cause an immediate defor-
mation ascribed to the elastic properties of the Earth. The total deformation can be directly observed by 
precise geodetic Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) measurements (King et  al.,  2010). L. Wang 
et al.  (2019) used measurements of the Greenland Global Positioning System (GPS) network (GNET) to 
evaluate predicted elastic displacement rates. The predicted rates were derived from GRACE (GIA-correct-
ed using the model from A et al., 2013) at a spatial grid resolution of 0.5° × 0.5°. They were scaled by fac-
tors empirically inferred from surface mass balance (SMB) and altimetric surface-elevation change data in 
order to compensate for GRACE's coarse spatial resolution. The predicted rates were then compared to the 
GNET-observed rates which were GIA-corrected using the model from Khan et al.  (2016). Nevertheless, 
L. Wang et al. (2019) noted that the predicted elastic response for GNSS sites near concentrated ice-mass 
changes was underestimated. Furthermore, they discussed whether discrepancies between GRACE and 
GNSS uplift rates might have arisen from an inconsistent treatment of the GIA correction.

With this study we present the results of repeated GNSS measurements in north-east Greenland carried out 
in 2008, 2009, 2016, and 2017. Since the site selection was well-coordinated with GNET it is possible to infer 
vertical displacement rates with a denser coverage as well as to mutually verify the results. We aim at using 
the GNSS-inferred rates as independent observations of solid Earth surface displacement to validate pre-
dicted displacement rates inferred from a combination of satellite methods and GIA model predictions. For 
this, we combine satellite gravimetry (GRACE) with satellite altimetry (CryoSat-2) data to solve for refined 
present-day ice-mass changes. We use this refined solution to derive an improved prediction of elastic defor-
mation rates. A grid resolution of 1.5 × 1.5 km2 adopted for north-east Greenland enables to resolve changes 
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at the glacier scale. However, the combination approach is not restricted to the study area. It is implemented 
for the entire GrIS including the contribution of peripheral glaciers. In this way, we account for the spa-
tially integrative nature of GRACE solutions. Greenland-wide ice-load variations are also needed to predict 
the elastic response in north-east Greenland. Whenever GIA model predictions are implied in the data 
processing they are used consistently. The total bedrock displacement, calculated as the sum of modeled 
GIA-induced vertical displacement rate and the refined elastic rate, is compared against the independent 
GNSS results. This finally enables us to evaluate estimates of gravimetric ice-mass changes and to narrow 
the range of GIA corrections at least for north-east Greenland where the GNSS measurements are available.

2. Ice-Mass Changes and GIA in North-East Greenland
The two northern branches of NEGIS, Nioghalvfjerdsbræ (NG) and Zachariae Isstrøm (ZI), are marine-ter-
minating glaciers and subject to a complex interaction with the ocean. Calving at and shrinking of their 
floating ice tongues are related to increasing temperature of both air and sea surface (Khan et al., 2014; 
Mouginot et al., 2015). Furthermore, the submarine melting of NG's ice shelf is driven by warmer water 
inflow of North Atlantic origin that finds a direct subsurface pathway through a trough system on the 
continental shelf (Schaffer et al., 2020, 2017). It is presumed that the ocean heat is also transported to the 
cavity of ZI (Schaffer et al., 2020). Since 2002, the ice front of ZI has retreated and by 2014, ZI transformed 
into a tidewater glacier with a grounded terminus (Mouginot et al., 2015). In contrast, NG still keeps a but-
tressing ice tongue although it thinned by 26% from 1998 to 2014 (Mayer et al., 2018). As a response to the 
decreasing thickness of their floating ice tongues NG's and ZI's grounding lines migrated inland (Mouginot 
et al., 2015). The grounding line of NG gradually moved back on a prograde bed from 1992 to 2011 and re-
mained stable since (Mouginot et al., 2015). The grounding line of ZI has retreated rapidly on a retrograde 
bed since 1996 (Mouginot et al., 2015). Contrasting developments of NG and ZI were also identified by 
Krieger, Strößenreuther et al. (2020) from CryoSat-2 and TanDEM-X data over the period 2011–2014. For 
the drainage basin of ZI they observed a mass loss more than three times larger than for NG (3.6 ± 1.2 vs. 
1.0 ± 1.0 Gt yr−1). In contrast, Mouginot et al. (2019), by applying the mass-budget method, estimated a 
mean mass loss of about 3 Gt yr−1 for each of the two glacier catchment areas (ZI: 3.0 ± 0.4 Gt yr−1, NG: 
3.5 ± 0.2 Gt yr−1) over the period 2010–2017.

NEGIS’ southern branch, Storstrømmen (SN), forms the third largest drainage basin after NG and ZI. SN 
is a surge-type glacier whose surge cycle is characterized by long active phases with a slow surge initiation 
and termination (Mouginot et al.,  2018). During the surge, subglacial water pressure causes rapid basal 
sliding and, therefore, a large advance of terminus positions. Mouginot et al. (2018) suggested that basal 
pressure at the bed of SN was enhanced due to subglacial melt water coming from the upper NEGIS. The 
melt water could accumulate at the bed of SN since its topography is characterized by a deep basin upstream 
the grounding line. The last active phase of SN took place from 1978 to 1988. Since then, the glacier has 
been in a quiescent phase with ice thickening in the upper part and thinning in the lower part (Mouginot 
et al., 2018). Over the period 2010–2017 Mouginot et al. (2019) reported a mean mass loss of 0.5 ± 0.1 Gt 
yr−1.

Greenland's largest ice cap Flade Isblink is located in the far north-east of our study area. Rinne et al. (2011) 
determined its surface-elevation changes from Envisat radar altimetry and ICESat laser altimetry for the 
period 2004–2008. Both altimeter missions revealed the same pattern: elevation increased in the north-west 
(probably driven by ice dynamics of surge-type glaciers) and decreased in the south-east (probably due to 
SMB). According to Rinne et al. (2011) and Gardner et al. (2013), the mean surface-elevation change and 
mass-change rate of Flade Isblink was close to zero.

Ice mass changes since the Last Glacial Maximum dominate the GIA signal. Thus, besides a model of 
the Earth's rheology, modeling GIA has to incorporate reconstructions of the glacial history. For north-
east Greenland such reconstructions show an equivocal picture. This applies to the expansion of the GrIS 
during the Last Glacial Maximum and its evolution since that time, which has been dominated by mass 
loss. Detailed studies on the entire ice sheet were published by, for example, Funder and Hansen (1996), 
Le Meur and Huybrechts  (1998), Tarasov and Peltier  (2002), Fleming and Lambeck  (2004), Simpson 
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et al. (2009), Lecavalier et al. (2014), and on north-east Greenland by, for example, Weidick et al. (1996), 
Evans et al. (2009), Wagner and Bennike (2014), Larsen et al. (2018), Strunk et al. (2018).

In this study, we investigate three global GIA models, namely A13 (A et al., 2013), ICE-6G_D (VM5a) (Peltier 
et al., 2015, 2018) (abbreviated as ICE-6G below), and Caron (Caron et al., 2018). In addition, we investigate 
two GIA models constructed for the region of Greenland, namely Huy3 (Lecavalier et al., 2014) and GNET-
GIA (Khan et al., 2016). All these models assume a spherically symmetric, gravitationally self-consistent 
Earth and the density and elastic Earth structure based on the preliminary reference Earth model (PREM) 
(Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981). They assume a purely elastic lithosphere and model the mantle rheology 
as a linear Maxwell material. All models except GNET-GIA use compressible Earth models. The choice of 
compressible versus incompressible Earth models has an insignificant effect on vertical displacement rates 
as long as the elastic response to present-day load changes is not included (Tanaka et al., 2011). The models 
differ in terms of the applied ice-load history, the assumed viscosity profile, and whether in-situ data in 
Greenland were used as constraints or not. In the following, we summarize these aspects for each model.

A et al. (2013) (Figure 2a) adopted the global ice-load history ICE-5G (Peltier, 2004) and the multilayered 
viscosity profile VM2 (Peltier, 2004). In ICE-5G, constraints for Greenland's glacial history are given by 16 
relative sea-level (RSL) observations and numerical models of ice mechanics (Tarasov & Peltier, 2002). The 
model is able to reproduce the vertical displacement rates of the three available GNSS sites in Greenland. 
However, no GNSS station and only one RSL record is located in our study area (Tarasov & Peltier, 2002).

The refinement of ICE-5G to ICE-6G (Figure 2b) consisted mainly in using GNSS constraints from about 
1,000 global sites (Peltier et al., 2015). While the Greenland component of the model was not modified, the 
ice-load history of North America, Antarctica, and north-west Eurasia was adjusted to the GNSS observa-
tions. The applied viscosity profile VM5a forms a five-layer fit to the prior VM2 model.

The Caron model (Figure 2c) represents the mean of an ensemble of 128,000 forward models calculated 
in a Bayesian framework. Caron et al. (2018) varied, for each model run, the combination of rheological 
parameters (effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere, upper mantle viscosity, lower mantle viscosity) 
and scaling coefficients for the ice-load history of the Australian National University (ANU) model (Lam-
beck et al., 2010, 2014). The probability of each model was computed by its comparison to 11,451 RSL and 
459 GNSS records where the GNSS stations were confined to Europe, North America, and Antarctica. The 
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Figure 2. Vertical displacement rates predicted by the GIA models considered in this study: (a) A13 (A et al., 2013), (b) ICE-6G_D (VM5a) (Peltier et al., 2015, 
2018), (c) Caron (Caron et al., 2018), (d) Huy3 (Lecavalier et al., 2014), and (e) GNET-GIA (Khan et al., 2016). The white box indicates the study area in north-
east Greenland. Here and in all following figures longitude and latitude gridlines are shown every 15° and 5°, respectively. GIA, glacial-isostatic adjustment; 
GNET, Greenland GPS network.
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final GIA signal followed from a weighting of the individual GIA solutions inferred by the probabilistic 
information.

The regional GIA model Huy3 (Lecavalier et al., 2014) (Figure 2d) builds upon the model Huy2 (Simpson 
et al., 2009) by considering a larger data set of Greenland-wide RSL changes and past ice extent data. The 
Greenland ice-load history is simulated by the glaciological model as described by Huybrechts (2002). In or-
der to account for the influence of the deglaciation of the North American ice sheet Lecavalier et al. (2014) 
adopted glaciological reconstructions from Tarasov et al. (2012). Outside of Greenland and North America, 
ICE-5G (Peltier, 2004) represents the background global ice-load history. Different Earth viscosity models, 
characterized by the effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere and the viscosities of the upper and lower 
mantle, were investigated in order to find the optimal model fit for each ice model reconstruction applying 
the GIA modeling jointly with solving the sea-level equation and accounting for GIA-induced Earth rota-
tion perturbations.

For the regional model GNET-GIA (Figure 2e) Khan et al. (2016) adopted a scaled version of the local ice-
load history Green1 (Fleming & Lambeck, 2004) and, outside of Greenland, the global ANU ice-load history 
model. Scaling factors were determined for each of Greenland's drainage basins individually by adjust-
ing the modeled GIA rates to GNSS-measured uplift rates from GNET corrected for elastic loading (Bevis 
et al., 2012). In regions with a high density of RSL constraints, including north-east Greenland, scaling 
factors were close to one. Khan et al. (2016) used their viscosity profile VM-GPS for each basin, except for a 
small catchment area in south-east Greenland. This region is expected to be characterized by the Iceland hot 
spot track, therefore a thinner lithosphere and a low-viscosity asthenosphere were assumed.

The vertical displacement pattern predicted by these five GIA models show large discrepancies in north-
east Greenland (Figure 2): lowest maximum rates revealed by Huy3 (2.7 mm yr−1) and Caron (3.2 mm yr−1), 
followed by GNET-GIA (4.9 mm yr−1) and A13 (6.8 mm yr−1), whereas ICE-6G yields the highest maximum 
rate (8.3 mm yr−1).

3. Geodetic Data
3.1. Vertical Displacement Rates From Geodetic GNSS Measurements

We determined the bedrock displacements using geodetic GNSS measurements. For this purpose, in 2008 
and 2009 we established more than 20 geodetic GNSS sites in the ice-free coastal region of north-east Green-
land between 72°N and 81°N. For the realization of a long-term and stable monumentation we used spe-
cial bolts that were directly fixed into bedrock. This allows a precise reoccupation and forced centering of 
the GNSS antennas when carrying out repeated observations. Thus, systematic effects could be minimized 
when using the same individual GNSS antenna at each site. The site locations were chosen in close coor-
dination with the GNET of permanently recording stations. Our Technische Universität Dresden (TUD) 
network of campaign style sites and the GNET network of permanently recording sites complement each 
other by improving the coverage (Figure 1) but also enabling cross-checkings. In this region, the GNET sites 
were also set up in 2008 and 2009 (Khan et al., 2016). For this study we could make use of 10 sites north 
of 78°N which were observed for the first time in 2008 and 2009, and were remeasured in 2016 and 2017 
(Figure 1). In this way, we obtained three or four measurement epochs for six sites, and two epochs for four 
sites, spanning a time period of 8–9 years.

The analysis was performed according to the differential approach (DGNSS) using the Bernese GNSS Soft-
ware (Dach et al., 2015). The observational data of six GNET sites situated in the working area were ana-
lyzed jointly with the data of the TUD observation campaigns. For this, the GNET sites were treated as 
campaign sites by using subsets of the time series corresponding to the TUD campaign intervals. This al-
lows to compare our results with those of the time series analysis by Khan et al. (2016). For the processing, 
precise data have to be introduced such as for satellite orbits, clocks, and Earth rotation parameters (Dach 
et al., 2020). Further models and auxiliary data were used to correct for additional effects, among others 
antenna phase center variations, tropospheric refraction (Boehm et  al.,  2006), higher-order ionospheric 
propagation delay (Fritsche et al., 2005), solid-Earth tides, pole tides, ocean tidal loading, tidal and nontidal 
atmospheric loading. Thereby the conventions of the International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems 
Service were taken into account (Petit & Luzum, 2010). The reference frame was realized by including seven 
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sites of the International GNSS Service (IGS) (four of them in Greenland), adopting the GNSS-only solution 
of the ITRF2014, IGS14 (Altamimi et al., 2016; Rebischung et al., 2016). With regard to the origin the center 
of mass of the entire Earth system (CM) was adopted.

The final network solution was adjusted using constraints to minimize no-net-rotation and no-net-transla-
tion toward the IGS sites. The final solution comprises three-dimensional (3D) coordinates referred to the 
epoch January 1, 2010 (same epoch as IGS14/ITRF2014) and linear 3D velocities for each site.

A realistic estimation of the obtained accuracy has to be based on a time series analysis taking correlations 
between the measurements into account which is done by incorporating models for colored (flicker) noise 
(Williams, 2003). Respective software solutions adopt such noise models and perform a robust trend es-
timation (Blewitt et al., 2016; Williams, 2008). In the case of campaign style GNSS measurements such a 
thorough time series analysis cannot be performed. Instead, we used the residuals ri of a seven-parameter 
Helmert transform of the daily coordinate solutions with reference to the total coordinate solution in terms 
of the north, east, and vertical components. The variance of the mean daily solution was computed by

 




2
2

( 1)
ir

d d
 (1)

where d is the number of days. To account for the time-dependent correlations (colored noise) the standard 
deviation was scaled by an empirical factor f = 3 for the horizontal components, and f = 5 for the vertical 
component (Rülke, 2009):

   .f (2)

Thus,   is a measure for the daily repeatability of the coordinate solutions. To estimate the accuracy of the 
inferred velocities, by variance propagation we find

 
2

2
2

v
y

 (3)

where y is the maximum time span (in years) between the observation epochs at the respective site. Howev-
er, to come up with a realistic uncertainty measure further effects have to be taken into account such as the 
uncertainties of the reference frame realization and of the various models used in the processing. Further-
more, Bevis et al. (2012) investigated the impact of seasonal ice-load changes and atmospheric changes on 
the velocities inferred for the GNET sites. While we account for atmospheric effects (see above), the effect 
of the seasonal cycle of ice-mass changes is minimized to the greatest possible extent since the campaign 
style GNSS measurements mostly took place at the same time of the year. Moreover, the measurements 
cover a long time span of 8 to 9 years with (in most cases) more than two observation epochs. Therefore, we 
assume that seasonal effects are canceled out or are, at least, minimized. Nevertheless, in order to account 
for all these remaining uncertainties, an additional variance is added, and the final variance of the inferred 
velocities is calculated by variance propagation

   2 2 2
remv v (4)

where  2
rem = 1 mm yr−1 for the north and east components, and  2

rem = 1.5 mm yr−1 for the vertical (up) 
component.

The resulting uplift rates together with their uncertainty measures are given in Table 1. Note that the GNET 
data were also treated as campaign style observations to facilitate a consistent processing. As their end time 
the epoch of the last TUD campaign-style observations was chosen (Table 1, site FRAN Franske Øer). Even 
more, in this way it is possible to validate the results obtained at the campaign sites by comparing with 
the GNET results (a) in terms of the campaign style processing and (b) given by Khan et al. (2016) for the 
time series analysis (Table S1). Since no GNET data from the station NORD were available at the time of 
the GNSS analysis, we refer to the results of Khan et al. (2016) in the following investigations. The uncer-
tainty of the determined uplift rates is about 2 mm yr−1 for the TUD sites while that for the GNET sites is 
well below this value. Bevis et al. (2012) gave the GNET uplift rates an uncertainty measure of less than 
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1 mm yr−1 (spanning a time period of less than 3 years) while Khan et al. (2016) derived 0.2 mm yr−1 (time 
span 6–7 years, and 8.5 years for Station NORD). The inferred uncertainty for the campaign style measure-
ments well reflects the difference to the GNET permanent recordings considering the different set-up of 
the measurements and the much fewer number of observations. Nevertheless, it is a realistic measure, and 
the inferred uplift rates are statistically significant. The colocation of the TUD installation BLAF and the 
GNET site BLAS (Blåsø, north-west shore of NG) allows a direct cross-checking. The DGNSS analysis of 
campaign style observations yields 7.2 ± 1.6 mm yr−1 for BLAF and 7.1 ± 1.6 mm yr−1 for BLAS, while Khan 
et al. (2016) obtained 7.6 ± 0.2 mm yr−1 for BLAS in the complete time series analysis (Tables 1 and S1). Also 
the difference in the observation time span has to be noted (almost 9 vs. 7 years).

3.2. Ice-Mass Change From GRACE

The mission time of GRACE and CryoSat-2 overlap with the interval of the GNSS measurement campaigns 
in the period July 2010 to June 2017. This period comprises 66 available monthly GRACE solutions. We 
used the ITSG-Grace2018 series of GRACE solutions up to a maximum spherical harmonic (SH) degree of 
nmax = 90 (Kvas et al., 2019; Mayer-Gürr et al., 2018). We substituted the coefficient C20 by the more accurate 
results from satellite laser ranging (SLR) observations (Loomis et al., 2019). Likewise, following Loomis 
et al. (2019) we replaced the C30 coefficients by SLR results in the solutions for November 2016 and later 
when the shut-down of the accelerometer aboard GRACE-B entailed a high noise level of the GRACE C30 
series.

GRACE gravity field solutions refer to a reference frame with an origin defined by CM so that degree-one 
components are zero by definition. Degree-one components caused by mass redistributions at the Earth 
surface were estimated with respect to the center-of-figure frame following the approaches from Swenson 
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Station Latitude (°N) Longitude (°W) nC tS (yr) tE (yr) GNSS rates (mm yr−1) Elastic rates (mm yr−1)

BILD 78.11644 23.50335 2 2008.6 2016.6 4.9 ± 2.4 4.5 ± 1.2

BLAF 79.53292 22.64949 3 2008.6 2017.5 7.2 ± 1.6 4.5 ± 1.0

CENT 80.19141 21.72366 3 2008.6 2017.5 5.8 ± 1.9 3.2 ± 0.5

CRIW 80.09245 24.31355 4 2008.6 2017.5 4.9 ± 1.8 4.0 ± 1.6

FRAN 78.57844 18.62732 4 2008.6 2017.7 4.6 ± 2.0 3.2 ± 0.4

HOLM 80.27302 16.43152 3 2008.6 2016.6 5.6 ± 1.7 4.6 ± 2.8

HOVG 79.70018 18.23056 2 2008.6 2016.6 6.4 ± 1.8 3.8 ± 2.0

LAMW 79.22646 22.30611 3 2008.6 2017.5 8.9 ± 1.7 7.0 ± 2.6

MUSK 79.97955 22.72291 2 2009.6 2017.7 5.4 ± 1.9 3.4 ± 0.4

ROME 81.07179 22.97472 2 2008.6 2017.5 5.1 ± 1.7 3.6 ± 2.0

BLAS 79.53861 22.97472 5 2008.6 2017.7 7.1 ± 1.6 4.7 ± 1.3

GMMA 77.80943 19.65212 4 2009.6 2017.7 5.0 ± 1.8 2.8 ± 0.2

GROK 78.44270 22.90376 5 2008.6 2017.7 6.9 ± 1.6 5.2 ± 0.9

LEFN 80.45668 26.29346 5 2008.6 2017.7 5.6 ± 1.6 3.6 ± 1.0

NORD 81.60014 16.65545 – – – – 2.8 ± 0.8

NRSK 79.15503 17.72542 5 2008.6 2017.7 5.4 ± 1.6 3.1 ± 0.4

YMER 7743289 24.32633 4 2009.6 2017.7 2.8 ± 1.6 2.4 ± 1.2

Note. In addition to the site's position, the number of GNSS measurement campaigns nC, start time tS and end time tE 
of the overall observation period are stated. The elastic rates were predicted from our preferred mass-change estimate 
version C3 (as discussed in the main text) by using the Caron GIA model and the data combination over the period 
July 2010 to June 2017.
Abbreviations: GIA, glacial-isostatic adjustment; GNSS, Global Navigation Satellite System

Table 1 
GNSS-Observed Uplift Rates and Predicted Elastic Displacement Rates at the Sites (TUD: BILD to ROME, GNET: BLAS 
to YMER)
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et al. (2008) and Bergmann-Wolf et al. (2014) and implementing the optimal parameter setup as described 
by Sun et al. (2016). For this we used the ITSG-Grace2018 coefficients of degree n ≥ 2 together with esti-
mates of degree-one components of a GRACE-derived change in ocean mass which was uniformly dis-
tributed over the ocean. Prior to the inversion for degree one the contribution of GIA has to be removed. 
We subtracted the gravity field coefficients of each of the three global GIA models (see Section 2) from the 
GRACE coefficients to calculate three different degree-one time series where each is consistent with one of 
the different GIA models under investigation. The obtained degree-one components show a spread in their 
contribution to the estimated Greenland ice-mass trends from −7.04 to −10.49 Gt yr−1 (Table S2). The mod-
els Huy3 and GNET-GIA were not considered here because they are not globally defined.

Variations in the Earth's gravity field are caused by variations in mass distribution. Gravity field anomalies 
(and likewise mass anomalies) are referred to as the difference between the gravity field at time t and a 
mean gravity field. To derive mass anomalies Δm(t) at time t over a certain region we started from a regional 
integration approach (Swenson & Wahr, 2002). In the spatial domain, it reads

  2
ΩΔ ( ) (Ω)Δ (Ω, ) Ω.m t t r d∬ (5)

In the SH domain, it reads

  
 

  
max

2

1
Δ ( ) 4 Δ ( ).

n n

nm nm
n m n

m t r t (6)

In Equation 5 the surface integral is defined over a spherical Earth with radius r, where Ω stands for the 
spatial position on the Earth's surface. Δκ(Ω, t) is the surface-mass anomaly in units of mass per surface area 
(kg m−2) derived from gravity field anomalies (Wahr et al., 1998). η(Ω) is the weighting function employed 
when integrating the GRACE-based surface-mass anomalies. Owing to the SH representation of GRACE 
solutions, the mass-change estimation was in fact realized in the SH domain according to Equation 6, where 
κnm(t) and ηnm are the SH coefficients of κ(Ω, t) and η(Ω), respectively. For the coefficients of SH degree n 
and order |m|, m ≥ 0 and m < 0 indicates the cosine and sine dependence, respectively, of the underlying SH 
base functions on longitude. Δκnm(t) were derived from anomalies of the gravity field coefficients (Stokes 
coefficients) according to Wahr et al. (1998), where we used the elastic load Love numbers for the compress-
ible PREM inferred by H. Wang et al. (2012). Prior to the conversion, the GRACE-observed gravity field coef-
ficients at each epoch have been corrected for GIA using the predicted present-day rate of the GIA-induced 
change in each coefficient according to the model under investigation.

The weighting functions, or tailored sensitivity kernels ηnm (Groh & Horwath, 2016) were developed at TUD 
within the European Space Agency's climate change initiative (ESA CCI) project (ESA, 2018). They were 
determined in a formal least squares optimization that minimized the sum of the variances of propagated 
GRACE errors and leakage effects. The leakage variance was modeled based on assumptions of signal var-
iances at positions within the ice sheet area and in far-field regions, respectively, and their propagation to 
leakage errors. GRACE errors were characterized by an empirical error covariance matrix. The sensitivity 
kernels were designed for 728 integration regions individually, each shaped as a square of 50 × 50 km2, 
which form the cells of a polar-stereographic grid (EPSG:3413) covering Greenland's ice-covered areas. 
The time series of gridded (gravimetric) mass anomalies GΔ j  (for j = 1, …, 728) are given in units of mass 
per grid cell area:  GΔ Δ /j j jm a . The results per grid cell were summed up to larger aggregations such as 
drainage basins or the entire ice sheet depending on the application. Linear trends GΔ j  were estimated by 
simultaneously fitting linear, periodic (1 year, half a year, 161 days) and quadratic terms to the time series 
of gridded surface-mass anomalies with a reference time at the midpoint of the entire observational period 
(Figure 3a). Terms with the period of 161 days account for an alias period arising from errors in the S2 tide 
correction (Ray & Luthcke, 2006).

The GIA effect was removed according to either of the models A13, ICE-6G and Caron, termed as versions 
G1, G2, and G3, respectively. We denote the effect of the GIA correction on the estimated ice-mass change as 
“GIA mass effect” (positive if the GIA correction makes the estimated trend smaller, i.e., less positive or more 
negative). Note that the GIA mass effect depends on the employed estimation method (our sensitivity ker-
nels ηnm), besides depending on the specific GIA model. For Greenland's ice-covered regions the GIA mass 
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effect of Caron is 10.8 Gt yr−1 while the mass effects of A13 and ICE-6G are roughly zero (Table 2). Adopting 
the Caron model, the GIA mass effect accounts for 4.3% of the Greenland ice-mass estimate, which is in 
the range indicated by Wake et al. (2016). To quantify the GIA mass effect in north-east Greenland we de-
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Figure 3. (a and b) Mass-change rates and (c and d) their uncertainties derived from GRACE version G3 (based on the Caron GIA model) over the period 
from July 2010 to June 2017. (b and d) Show an enlarged view of our study area. GIA, glacial-isostatic adjustment; GRACE, Gravity Recovery and Climate 
Experiment.

GIA model
Δ GIAV  

(km3 yr−1)
Δ AV  

(km3 yr−1)

ΔM GIA 
(Gt yr−1)

ΔM G 
(Gt yr−1)

Greenland

1 A13 −0.99 −199.81 0.02 −235.38

2 ICE-6G 0.08 −200.90 0.79 −237.66

3 Caron 1.32 −202.17 10.83 −249.64

Basin NE1

1 A13 0.18 −3.65 1.15 −6.29

2 ICE-6G 0.32 −3.79 1.18 −6.54

3 Caron 0.17 −3.63 1.19 −6.80

Basin NE2

1 A13 0.40 −3.92 3.07 −7.79

2 ICE-6G 0.58 −4.10 3.28 −8.25

3 Caron 0.33 −3.84 2.34 −7.61

Note. The results are listed for Greenland and two drainage basins NE1 and NE2 (Figure 4).
Abbreviation: GIA, glacial-isostatic adjustment.

Table 2 

GIA-Induced Volume-Change Rates ΔV GIA, Rates of Altimetry-Derived Ice-Volume Change ΔV A, GIA Mass Effect 
ΔM GIA and Rates of Gravimetry-Derived Ice-Mass Change ΔM G According to the GIA Models A13, ICE-6G and Caron 

for the Period July 2010 to June 2017
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fine drainage basin NE1 that combines the major branches of NEGIS. For 
this basin the GIA mass effect is 17.6%, 18.3%, and 18.1% of the ice-loss 
rate if Caron, A13 and ICE-6G were applied, respectively (Table 2). The 
percentage of the GIA mass effect would be even larger for an alternative 
basin definition NE2 which additionally includes glacier catchment areas 
north and south of NE1 (Figure 4). For basin NE2 the GIA mass effects 
are 30.8%, 39.4%, and 39.8% of the ice-mass change.

To assess the uncertainty of GΔ  (Figure 3c) we considered the formal 
uncertainty of the trend, uncertainties of the externally added time series 
of C20 and degree-one terms, and effects of signal leakage:


       


2 2 2 2 2

G formal deg1 leak20Δ
.C (7)

One-sigma uncertainties associated with C20 and degree-one terms were 
derived by the spread of an ensemble of available solutions, involving five 
C20 time series (Cheng & Ries, 2017; Cheng et al., 2013; König et al., 2019; 
Loomis et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2016) and six to ten degree-one time series 
(Tables S3 and S2). The assessment of uncertainties associated to leakage 
errors depends on our established combination strategy and is, therefore, 
explained later in Section 4.2.1. We did not include GIA uncertainties. 
Rather, we apply the alternative GIA models in a deterministic sense in 
order to eventually assess their consistency with geodetic observations.

3.3. Surface-Elevation Change From CryoSat-2

Surface-elevation changes were estimated using CryoSat-2 Baseline C 
Level 2I data. We analyzed altimeter records from July 2010 to June 2017, 

the overlap period with the GRACE time series (see Section  3.2). Over the GrIS, CryoSat-2 operates in 
two distinct modes (Wingham et al., 2006). While the rather flat interior is covered by the low resolution 
mode (LRM), the interferometric synthetic aperture radar (SARIn) mode is applied at the steep margins to 
enhance along-track resolution and to obtain the point of closest approach in across-track direction. LRM 
data were slope-corrected and retracked as described by Krieger, Strößenreuther et al. (2020) using a 10% 
threshold retracker. SARIn data were processed and provided by Helm et al. (2014).

The further processing utilizes the method of repeat altimetry analysis (RAA; e.g., Legrésy et al., 2006; Mc-
Millan et al., 2014; Sandberg Sørensen et al., 2018; Schröder et al., 2019). It was implemented on a polar-ste-
reographic grid with 1.5 × 1.5 km2 spacing (EPSG:3413) for the entire GrIS and for the main part of Flade 
Isblink to derive a mean rate of surface-elevation changes from the altimeter height measurements. For 
each RAA grid cell we used all satellite-observed heights hsat at time ti and position (xi, yi) (relocated for 
LRM) within a search radius of 2.5 km of the cell's center coordinate (x0, y0). To separate the desired eleva-
tion changes from topographic features the local topography in a cell was considered prior to the estimation 
of elevation changes by
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The heights htopo were evaluated from the ArcticDEM with a spatial resolution of 100 m (Porter et al., 2018). 
A least squares model was fitted to the topography-corrected heights h:
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Figure 4. Investigated drainage basins in north-east Greenland. Basin 
NE1 (orange) combines the branches of NG, ZI, Kofoed-Hansen Bræ, and 
SN. Basin NE2 (NE1 plus purple extension) incorporates the areas up to 
Hagen Bræ in the north and L. Bistrup Bræ in the south. Basin definitions 
are given according to Mouginot et al. (2019).
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h0 describes the absolute elevation at (x0, y0). AΔh  is the desired rate of (altimetric) elevation change and t0 
the reference time. Seasonal variations are modeled by sine and cosine terms with the amplitudes b1 and 
b2. The correction si accounts for the time-variable penetration of radar signals into the firn (Simonsen & 
Sørensen, 2017). While penetration effects were already reduced by the choice of the retracker, the term si 
models remaining penetration effects through a regression of hi against waveform parameters as described 
by Krieger, Strößenreuther et al. (2020). The difference between the fitted model and the observations is 
given by the residuals ϵi.

Results were rejected as outliers for cells if (a) A| Δ |h  20 m yr−1, (b) a posteriori uncertainty of AΔh  exceeds 
1 m yr−1, (c) observations span less than 1 year, (d) a seasonal amplitude exceeds five times an amplitude cal-
culated by the firn densification model IMAU-FDM (Kuipers Munneke et al., 2015; Ligtenberg et al., 2018). 
Cells were also rejected (e) at the LRM/SARIn mode boundary if they included results from both modes, 
subject to their inherently different local sampling and to boundary effects of SARIn beam forming (Krieger, 
Strößenreuther et al., 2020).

Heterogeneous measurement-error filtered kriging (HFK; Christensen,  2011) was implemented to in-
terpolate and filter the successfully solved RAA grid cells. Interpolation and filtering is usually used 
since the spatial coverage of the RAA estimates is neither homogeneous nor complete (Strößenreuther 
et al., 2020). By choosing the method of HFK, the filter mechanism is applied based on the RAA a poste-
riori uncertainties. LRM and SARIn results were jointly processed using HFK. The corresponding spher-
ic variogram model is characterized by a nugget of 0.002 m2 yr−2, a sill of 0.026 m2 yr−2 and a range of 
10 km. The resulting elevation-change rates AΔh  are shown in Figure 5a. The final HFK uncertainty  AΔh  
(Figure 5c) was derived by error propagation and was proven to provide a reliable uncertainty estimate 

(Strößenreuther et al., 2020).

We performed the altimetry analysis for the entire GrIS and for the main part of Flade Isblink, as already 
mentioned, delineated according to the IMBIE ice mask (Rignot & Mouginot, 2012; Rignot et al., 2011). For 
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Figure 5. (a and b) Elevation-change rates and (c and d) their uncertainties derived from CryoSat-2 repeat altimetry analysis over the period from July 2010 to 
June 2017. (b and d) Show an enlarged view of our study area.
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the peripheral glaciers except Flade Isblink we adopted mean rates of the surface-elevation change products 
from the ESA GrIS CCI project (ESA, 2018). The products were provided as 5-year running means by DTU 
Space covering the period 2011–2017 (Simonsen & Sørensen, 2017).

The CryoSat-2 SARIn mode highly improved the recording of rapid surface-elevation changes at steep 
slopes in comparison to conventional radar altimeters. Nevertheless, strong thinning rates at the mar-
gin of the GrIS cannot be fully captured due to the lower resolution in across-track direction of about 
1.5 km (Krieger, Strößenreuther et al., 2020; Simonsen & Sørensen, 2017). By comparing TanDEM-X 
and CryoSat-2 elevation-change rates at the glacier termini of NG and ZI Krieger, Strößenreuther 
et  al.  (2020) reported an evident underestimation of CryoSat-2-inferred surface lowering. This limi-
tation in observing small-scale variations also affects the peripheral glaciers. This is reflected by the 
maximum HFK uncertainty estimate of 0.3 m yr−1 at the edge of Flade Isblink (Figure 5c). We adopted 
this maximum value as our uncertainty measure for the rates from the ESA CCI product at the periph-
eral glaciers.

To account for the deformation of the solid Earth the altimetric elevation-change rates AΔh  were corrected 
for vertical displacement rates GIAΔh  predicted by GIA models. The impact of the elastic response was ap-
proximated by a scaling factor of α = 1.0205 following Groh et al. (2012):

    cor A GIAΔ (Δ Δ ).h h h (10)

We applied each of the three global GIA models (A13, ICE-6G, and Caron) to comply with the GRACE data 
analysis (see Section 3.2) denoted as versions A1, A2, and A3, respectively. The GIA correction contributes 
less than 0.7% to Greenland's volume-change rate (Table 2). For the drainage basins NE1 and NE2 the GIA 
volume signal comprises between 4.6% and 14.2% of the ice-volume signal, which underlines the lower 
sensitivity of altimetry to GIA than to GRACE.
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Figure 6. Mass conversion of elevation-change rates: (a) density model and (b) its uncertainties, (c) the resulting mass-change rates from CryoSat-2 with (d) 
uncertainties. For the whole of Greenland, the density model and the mass-change rates are shown by Figure S2.
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4. Methods
4.1. Conversion of Surface-Elevation Change to Ice-Mass Change

The corrected elevation-change rates corΔh  were converted to rates of surface-mass change AΔ  (Figure 6c) 
using

  A corΔ Δh (11)

where the density ρ is defined as
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This density model (Figure 6a) was generated on the basis of SMB predicted by the regional climate model 
RACMO2.3p2 (Noël et al., 2016, 2018), the firn densification model IMAU-FDM driven by RACMO2.3p2 
(Kuipers Munneke et  al.,  2015; Ligtenberg et  al.,  2018) and additionally using ice velocity data (Nagler 

et al., 2015). Mean SMB  firn  derived from RACMO2.3p2 for the period July 2010 to June 2017 were used to 

define the equilibrium-line altitude which separates ablation (  firn 0) from accumulation area (  firn 0). 
In the ablation zone we assumed ice dynamics and surface melt being the main driver of mass variations, 
which is a widely applied approach (e.g., Sørensen et al., 2011). To include ice-dynamic changes above the 
equilibrium-line altitude we followed McMillan et al. (2016) and took regions of dynamic imbalance into 
account. For this purpose, horizontal ice velocity fields vice from the ESA GrIS CCI project (ESA,  2018) 
were incorporated. When flow magnitudes exceeding 200 m yr−1 in combination with magnitudes of eleva-
tion-change rates higher than 1 m yr−1 were identified we also applied a density of ice (ρice = 917 kg m−3) 
for the conversion. Elsewhere, firn densities were derived from the IMAU-FDM. Thus, in this region we 
assumed that surface-elevation changes were dominated by SMB processes. As the original densities were 
vertically resolved and given with a temporal resolution of 10 days a firn density field was simulated by 
taking the mean upper density layers (till 1 m) and by averaging over time.

An alternative approach for the conversion from elevation change to surface-mass change is to explicit-
ly account for modeled changes in the firn-column thickness (Hurkmans et al., 2014; Kuipers Munneke 
et al., 2015). However, this approach, when applied using RACMO2.3p2 and the RACMO-driven firn mod-
el, leads to unrealistic positive dynamical imbalance almost all over the GrIS (see Appendix A and a similar 
experience reported by McMillan et al. [2016]).

The uncertainty of AΔ  (Figure 6d) is calculated by uncertainty propagation


           

 2 2 A GIA 2
A AΔ Δ

( ) ( (Δ Δ ) ) .
h

h h (13)

The uncertainties of CryoSat-2 elevation-change rates  AΔh  originated from the altimetry analysis (see Sec-
tion 3.3). The uncertainty of the density model σρ was assessed as the standard deviation of the temporal 
variations of IMAU-FDM (Figure 6b). The uncertainty of the elastic response factor α was assumed to be 
negligible. GIA uncertainties were not included in the assessment as the GIA models are applied in a deter-
ministic sense (see Section 3.2).

4.2. Combination of GRACE and CryoSat-2 Results for Refined Ice-Mass Change Estimates

4.2.1. Combination Approach

We considered the ice-mass change estimates from GRACE (Section 3.2) and CryoSat-2 (Section 4.1) as 
two complementary sets of observations with associated uncertainties. We estimated a new grid of mass-
change rates from these two data sets by least squares adjustment. For this purpose we parameterized rates 
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of ice-mass change  CΔ km  for the cells k = 1, …, nC of a grid. The grid spacing is 1.5 × 1.5 km2 in our north-
east Greenland study area and coarser at 31.5 × 31.5 km2 in the rest of Greenland's ice-covered regions. By 
maintaining the original spacing of the altimetry grid in the study area we benefit from its ability to resolve 
changes at glacier scale. The coarser resolution outside the study area, chosen for computational reasons, 
is sufficient for our purpose of predicting elastic load deformations in the study area. We conducted the 
combination approach for each of the three global GIA models by considering version G1 and A1 (based on 
A13), G2 and A2 (based on ICE-6G), G3 and A3 (based on Caron). The resulting estimates from the combi-
nation are denoted as C1, C2, C3.

The observation equations for the altimetry-based observations read

    A C A1Δ Δk k k
k

m
a

 (14)

where ak is the area of the kth grid cell and AΔ k  is the altimetry-based observation of ice-mass change 
per surface area. A

k  is the residual. For the 1.5 × 1.5 km2 cells, AΔ k  was directly taken from the altimetry 
analysis according to Equation 11. For the 31.5 × 31.5 km2 cells, AΔ k  was derived from averaging the altim-
etry-based results within the coarser grid cell (Figure S3b).

To establish the observation equations for the GRACE-based observations we refer to Equation 5. Even 
though each GRACE-based ice-mass change observation GΔ j  is associated to a specific, discrete 50 × 50 km2 
grid cell j (j = 1, …, nG with nG = 728), it realizes a spatially extended integral of surface-mass changes em-
ploying its specific weight function ηj(Ω). We formulated the observation equation as a discretization of 
Equation 5 limited to the parametrization domain:
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where Ωk denotes the spherical position of the kth cell of the parametrization grid and G
j  is the residual of 

the observation GΔ j . We solved Equations 14 and 15 for the set of  CΔ km  that minimizes the weighted sum of 

squares of A
k  and G

j . The definition of weights is explained next.

The stochastic model of the residuals A
k  was summarized in Equation 13. It includes no covariances. The 

absence of error correlations between cells is a reasonable assumption for the 31.5 × 31.5 km2 grid but not 
for the 1.5 × 1.5 km2 grid. To compensate for the neglect of error correlations between 1.5 km grid cells we 
scaled their uncertainties by the factor 21 441, where 441 is the number of 1.5 × 1.5 km2 cells fitting 
into a 31.5 × 31.5 km2 cell. The uncertainty of a mean value over 441 cells is 441-times larger in a case 
of fully correlated errors than in a case of uncorrelated errors (e.g., Koch, 1999). Hence, the scaling factor 
compensates for the neglect of correlations.

The stochastic model of the residuals G
j  was summarized in Equation 7. However, we still need to specify 

the assessment of the leakage uncertainty σleak therein. In the given context leakage arises because Equa-

tion 15 models GΔ j  as a (discretized) integral restricted to the parametrization domain while in fact GΔ j  is 
a global integral according to Equation 5. Therefore, the residual G

j  contains the contributions from any re-
gion outside the parametrization grid to this global integral. We assessed this contribution by means of two 
synthetic data sets following Groh et al. (2019). We used the linear trend of the monthly ITSG-Grace2018 
solutions and excluded mass changes from Greenland. After global mass conservation was ensured by solv-
ing for the sea-level equation, the coefficients were applied to the regional integration approach (Equa-
tion  6) to infer the first and major part of the leakage uncertainty. Furthermore, ocean-mass variations 
induced by Greenland's ice-mass changes contribute to the global integral in Equation 5 and need to be 
considered in the stochastic model of the residuals G

j . To assess this contribution we described the altimet-
ric ice-mass trend in Stokes coefficients up to degree nmax = 90 and solved for the sea-level equation. The 
resulting RSL change was applied to the regional integration approach to infer the second and minor part 
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of the leakage uncertainty. All components of the full uncertainty assessment 


GΔ  are shown in Figure S1. 

Leakage uncertainty derived from the global, linear GRACE trend (masking out Greenland) has the greatest 
impact on 


GΔ .

The relation between the variances 





2
AΔ

 and 





2
GΔ

 was adapted by iteratively estimating two variance 

components for the two observation types during the least squares adjustment. Figures S3c and S3d show 





2

AΔ
 and 





2

GΔ
 scaled with the respective, estimated variance component.

4.2.2. Uncertainty Estimates

We chose two different methods to evaluate uncertainties of the ice-mass change estimates derived from the 
combination. On the one hand, uncertainties based on the specific a priori information were propagated to 
estimate an uncertainty for the refined mass-change rates of every grid cell k. On the other hand, statistical 
methods were used to estimate an appropriate uncertainty for regionally integrated mass-change rates.

The a priori, one-sigma uncertainties (Equation 7 and 13) used in the stochastic model of the combination 
approach considered the following error sources: limitations due to specific characteristics of the respective 
satellite technique and corrections therein, temporal variations in the firn model and formal errors of the 
algorithms applied. The a posteriori uncertainties of  CΔ km  are used to predict the uncertainties of the elastic 
load deformation at the location of the GNSS sites (see Section 4.3).

Uncertainties of regionally integrated mass-change rates were inferred from the spread of estimates from 
alternative methods. The alternative methods comprise the refined mass-change estimates from the combi-
nation (C1, C2, C3), and mass trends derived from altimetry only (A1, A2, A3) and gravimetry only (G1, G2, 
G3). For any of these methods the resulting mass-change rate 

refΔM  is given the uncertainty




     2
refΔ ref 1

1 (Δ Δ )
N

iM
i

M M
N

 (16)

where Δ iM  are the estimates based on all considered methods. Their number, N, is nine for Greenland, the 
GrIS and the three drainage basins. N is six for the peripheral glaciers where methods G1, G2, and G3 do 
not apply.

4.3. Prediction of Elastic Load Deformation

For the prediction of the elastic load deformation in north-east Greenland we used estimates of (a) Green-
land's ice-load changes, (b) load variations of the surrounding ocean, (c) mass redistributions on a global 
scale. The deformation effect from (c) was evaluated in the SH domain by using load Love numbers (e.g., 
van Dam et al., 2007) based on GRACE SH solutions with degree-one components and atmospheric and 
oceanic background fields added and GIA subtracted. It reflects the deformation due to the long-wave-
length part of the load, which is sufficient for the far field of load changes. In the near field, we assessed the 
high-resolution load from (a) the refined Greenland mass-change estimates from our combination and (b) 
fingerprints of RSL change calculated by Adhikari et al. (2019) within a distance of 300 km to Greenland's 
coast. We subtracted the GRACE-based load changes from the high-resolution load to get the short-wave-
length part of the load, which is not resolved by GRACE. The Green's function approach (Farrell, 1972) was 
then used to predict the additional elastic deformation due to this short wavelength part of the near field. 
We applied the Green's function for vertical displacements, as tabulated by H. Wang et al. (2012) for a com-
pressible PREM. The used Green's functions and load Love numbers refer to the reference frame CM, since 
CryoSat-2 data, GNSS measurements and GIA models are defined in CM.

The inclusion of the short-wavelength load in the near field is important, as it increases the predicted elastic 
rates in north-east Greenland by up to a factor six. The inclusion of load changes other than Greenland ice 
masses is also important. If we accounted exclusively for the Greenland ice-mass changes by convolving 
them with the Green's function, the predicted elastic rates in the study area would be smaller by 0.4 mm 
yr−1 (A13), 0.5 mm yr−1 (ICE-6G), and 0.7 mm yr−1 (Caron) than if we additionally accounted for (b) and (c). 
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The results depend on the GIA model since the GRACE solutions used to evaluate (c) were GIA corrected. 
The contribution of the nearby ocean to the elastic deformation is maximum 0.04 mm yr−1 and we neglect 
its dependence on GIA. The a posteriori, one-sigma uncertainties of the Greenland ice-mass change were 
propagated to the Green's function approach to assess the uncertainties of the elastic prediction. An uncer-
tainty of the Green's function due to uncertainties of the Earth rheology was not included. Uncertainties of 
the deformation effects of the nearby ocean and the far field were neglected since their contribution to the 
elastic prediction is far below the uncertainty assessment of the GNSS uplift rates (Table 1).

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Refined Ice-Mass Change Estimates

Figure 7 shows the combined rates of surface-mass change over Greenland and their a posteriori uncertain-
ties for version C3 (based on the Caron GIA model). Unless stated otherwise, figures and presented results 
refer to this version. In our study area largest mass loss was estimated at the terminus of ZI. For the entire 
drainage basin of ZI we determined a mass-change rate of −3.7 ± 1.3 Gt yr−1 (Table S4). The neighboring 
catchment area, the drainage basin of NG, reveals much lower rates of change (−0.9 ± 0.4 Gt yr−1). For the 
basin of SN the estimated ice-mass rate is close to zero (−0.5 ± 0.5 Gt yr−1). The refined estimates exhibit 
massive thinning at the lower part and broad thickening at the upper part of the glacier area since SN is in 
a quiescent phase after a surge (see Section 2). Our results for ZI and SN agree with Mouginot et al. (2019) 
within the reported uncertainties. For the drainage basin of NG, our result, though complying with Krieger, 
Strößenreuther et al. (2020) (−1.0 ± 1.0 Gt yr−1), disagree with the result from the mass-budget method by 
Mouginot et al. (2019) (−3.5 ± 0.2 Gt yr−1). The tendency that results from the mass-budget method are 
more negative than results from altimetry and GRACE is known and unresolved for Greenland in general 
(Shepherd et al., 2019), and likewise the discrepancy beyond stated uncertainties found here for the NG 
basins remains unresolved. For the comparisons to the two studies the respective drainage basin delinea-
tions according to Mouginot et al. (2019) and Krieger, Floricioiu et al. (2020) were used (Figure S4). For the 
peripheral glaciers in north-east Greenland we largely estimated negative rates of mass change. However, 
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Figure 7. Results from the combination analysis version C3: (a and b) mass-change rates and (c and d) their uncertainties. (b and d) Show an enlarged view of 
our study area including the drainage basins of NG, ZI, SN as well as the locations of TUD GNSS sites (triangle) and GNET sites (circle). GNET, Greenland GPS 
network; GNSS, Global Navigation Satellite System; TUD, Technische Universität Dresden.
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distinct thickening rates were detected for two northern surging glaciers of FI, similar to the spatial patterns 
illustrated in Rinne et al. (2011) and Gardner et al. (2013).

The Greenland ice-mass trend over the period July 2010 to June 2017 is estimated to −233 ± 43 Gt yr−1 (Ta-
ble 3, version C3). These refined ice-mass change estimates are in good agreement with rates published by 
Bamber et al. (2018) (−247 ± 15 Gt yr−1 for the period 2012–2016) and Shepherd et al. (2019) (−244 ± 28 Gt 
yr−1 for the period 2012–2017). The GrIS contributes 87% (−202 ± 35 Gt yr−1) to Greenland's total ice-mass 
loss while the peripheral glaciers account for 13% (−31 ± 19 Gt yr−1) (Table S5). The mass trend of Green-
land's peripheral glaciers from our combination approach is in the range of estimates by previous studies 
(Bamber et al., 2018; Hock et al., 2019; Meredith et al., 2019; Zemp et al., 2019, see also Table S6). Therefore, 
it is important to specify whether peripheral glaciers were included in the mass-balance analysis of Green-
land or not.

Mass-change estimates from GRACE are very sensitive to the choice of the applied GIA model in contrast to 
estimates from CryoSat-2. Thus, the three combination products (C1, C2, C3) differ because of the different 
GRACE-based inputs (G1, G2, G3) whose gridded mass-change estimates were assigned to the refined para-
metrization grid during the adjustment (see Section 4.2.1) depending mainly on the altimetric uncertainties 
and the sensitivity kernels according to Equation 15. Thus, the spatial pattern of the differences between 
the three combination results is dominated by the spatial distribution of the uncertainties of the altimetric 
mass-change rates (Figure S6). Furthermore, it reflects the spatial pattern of the differences in the GIA 
correction. Mass-loss estimates from version C3 are smaller than from version C1 and C2 (Figures S6d and 
S6e) because the GIA mass effect of the Caron model is smaller than the GIA mass effect of the models A13 
and ICE-6G in the study region (Figures S6a and S6b). This can also be seen when comparing the mass-loss 
rates for basin NE2 (Table S5) and the corresponding GIA mass effects (Table 2). For entire Greenland, in 
contrast, version C3 suggests the strongest mass-loss estimate among the three combination results (Ta-
ble 3) because the GIA mass effect of the Caron model is higher than the GIA mass effect of the models A13 
and ICE-6G (Table 2).

Section 5.4.1 further discusses the influence of the mass-change estimates from GRACE and CryoSat-2 on 
the combination and compares results from only GRACE, only CryoSat-2 and the data combination.

5.2. Predicted Elastic Load Deformation

Figure  8a displays vertical elastic displacement rates of the study area predicted from combination ver-
sion C3. A maximum uplift of 13.8 mm yr−1 was predicted near the front of ZI where mass loss is largest. 
The GNSS station closest to these vast ice-mass changes is LAMW located at the western edge of Lambert 
Land where NG and ZI separate. LAMW has the strongest elastic response prediction among all stations 
(7.0 ± 2.6 mm yr−1) mainly influenced by ZI's state of mass imbalance. The minimum elastic displacement 
among all GNSS sites (2.4 ± 1.2 mm yr−1) was predicted for YMER next to the upper part of SN which ex-
hibits mass gain. For the sites apart from LAMW and YMER we predicted an elastic response in the range 
of 2.8–5.2 mm yr−1 (Table 1).
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GIA model ΔM A(Gt yr−1) ΔM G(Gt yr−1) ΔMC(Gt yr−1)

1 A13 −158.4 ± 63.3 −235.4 ± 44.5 −227.9 ± 40.7

2 ICE-6G −159.0 ± 62.8 −237.7 ± 45.8 −230.1 ± 41.7

3 Caron −159.4 ± 62.4 −249.6 ± 53.9 −232.8 ± 43.1

Note. Estimates are given for a parametrization of the GrIS and all peripheral glaciers as shown in Figure 7. The three 
different versions refer to the three GIA models considered: A13 (1), ICE-6G (2), and Caron (3). Our preferred estimate, 
indicated in bold, is the one using the Caron GIA model and the data combination version C3 (as discussed in the text).
Abbreviation: GIA, glacial-isostatic adjustment.

Table 3 
Comparison of the Rates of Altimetry-Derived Ice-Mass Change ΔM A, the Rates of Gravimetry-Derived Ice-Mass Change 

ΔM G and the Results From the Combined Mass-Change Analysis ΔMC
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The elastic predictions by Khan et al. (2016) agree with ours within the uncertainties for four out of seven 
GNET station positions (Table S1). Apart from the site LEFN, the elastic rates predicted by this study are 
higher than those from Khan et al. (2016). At the site NORD, located at the north-western edge of Flade 
Isblink, the predictions differ most (by 1.5 mm yr−1). Discrepancies can be explained by the different time 
intervals and by the different methods including the used data sets and their spatial extent to derive ice-
load estimates. While we combined data from GRACE and CryoSat-2 considering peripheral glaciers, Khan 
et al. (2016) used measurements from CryoSat-2 and NASA's Airborne Topographic Mapper without the 
inclusion of peripheral glaciers. Furthermore, we note that the uncertainty estimates by this study are more 
conservative (Table 1) compared to the estimates given by Khan et al. (2016) (Table S1) since we accounted 
for correlations between the altimetric observations in north-east Greenland (Section 4.2).

Figure 8b illustrates differences between the elastic displacement rates inferred from the combined analysis 
C3 and C1. Large differences occur at ZI with a value of −1.4 mm yr−1. The spatial pattern of the differences 
in the elastic deformation is related to the pattern of the differences between the mass-change estimates C3 
and C1 and, thus, to the uncertainties of the altimetric mass-change rates (see Section 5.1 and Figure S6d). 
However, for the GNSS stations the impact of the assumed GIA model on elastic uplift rates is in a small 
range of 0–0.2 mm yr−1 (Table S7). These discrepancies are not significant for they are smaller than the 
uncertainties of the elastic predictions.

5.3. Validation of Bedrock-Displacement Predictions Implied by Alternative GIA Models

To obtain the total vertical displacement we added the rate of the GIA model under investigation to the elas-
tic rate. The GIA displacement rates and the total displacement rates at the GNSS sites, predicted by using 
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Figure 8. (a) Vertical elastic displacement rates of the study area predicted from the combined mass-change estimates 
version C3. (b) Differences in the elastic prediction depending on the adopted GIA model: version C3–C1. Locations 
of TUD GNSS sites (triangle) and GNET sites (circle) are shown in addition. GIA, glacial-isostatic adjustment; GNET, 
Greenland GPS network; GNSS, Global Navigation Satellite System; TUD, Technische Universität Dresden.
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the different GIA models, are given in Tables S8 and S9, respectively. The models Huy3 and GNET-GIA 
were not included in the combination strategy (see Section 3.2) but were considered for the total predicted 
rates (denoted as versions C4 and C5, respectively). In these cases we chose the elastic estimates of version 
C3, noting the low sensitivity of the elastic prediction to the choice among the global GIA models under 
consideration (see Section 5.2).

Predicted rates from versions C1 to C5 are plotted against GNSS observations in Figure 9. Predictions us-
ing A13 (C1, Figure 9a) and ICE-6G (C2, Figure 9b) are larger than the GNSS observations, unlike Caron 
(C3, Figure 9c), Huy3 (C4, Figure 9d), and GNET-GIA (C5, Figure 9e) which are more similar to the GNSS 
results. For versions C3, C4, and C5 the uncertainty range of the predicted uplift rates at each GNSS site 
overlap with the uncertainty ranges of the GNSS results (Figure 10). Hence, the GIA models Caron, Huy3, 
and GNET-GIA are compatible with the observations from GRACE, CryoSat-2, and GNSS in north-east 
Greenland. In contrast, predictions C1 and C2 are systematically higher than the GNSS rates, so that the 
related uncertainty ranges do not overlap at 10 (C1) and 15 (C2) out of 17 stations.

For GNET-GIA (Khan et al., 2016) an agreement to GNSS rates is expected since their model was adjust-
ed to fit their GNSS observations. Huy3 (Lecavalier et al., 2014), also a regional model, did not incor-
porate any GNSS data but comprehensive records of past ice extent and RSL. However, this model also 
agrees well with the GNSS rates. In contrast, Caron et al. (2018) included only few RSL observations 
and did not integrate any GNSS records in Greenland (see Section 2). Nevertheless, the GNSS results 
confirm their modeled GIA rates in north-east Greenland. A13 (A et  al.,  2013) and ICE-6G (Peltier 
et al., 2015, 2018) overestimate GIA in the region of study. The two models used the same reconstruc-
tion of the Greenland glacial history, however, the overestimation by ICE-6G is even stronger than that 
by A13. We note that even though we validate the signal from three GIA model outputs, there is still 
uncertainty (nonuniqueness) in terms of the two primary model inputs, the ice-load history and the 
Earth model.

Figure 10 further illustrates how the uncertainties of the predicted rates vary with position, which is related 
to the uncertainties of the ice-mass change estimates (Figure 7d). For the positions further away from the 
mass changes (GMMA, FRAN, MUSK, NRSK, CENT) the uncertainty is ≤0.5 mm yr−1. Near ZI and for 
positions close to peripheral glaciers (LAMW, HOVG, ROME, HOLM) the uncertainty is ≥2.0 mm yr−1. The 
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Figure 9. Predicted vertical displacement rates from the sum of the elastic response derived from the combined mass-change estimates and the respective GIA 
model: (a) version C1 based on A13, (b) version C2 based on ICE-6G, (c) version C3 based on Caron, (d) version C4 based on Huy3, (e) version C5 based on 
GNET-GIA. Predictions are displayed against results from GNSS at TUD sites (filled triangles) and GNET sites (filled circles). The color scale is identical to that 
of Figures 2 and 8a. GIA, glacial-isostatic adjustment; GNET, Greenland GPS network; GNSS, Global Navigation Satellite System; TUD, Technische Universität 
Dresden.
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uncertainty measures of the GNSS-observed rates are related to the number of measurement campaigns 
(Table 1). Station NORD is given a low uncertainty (0.2 mm yr−1) as here we rely on the results from Khan 
et al. (2016) (see Section 3.1 and Table S1).

5.4. Sensitivity to Methodological Choices for the Ice-Mass Change Estimates

Here we assess the advantages of the altimetry-gravimetry combination strategy with account for periph-
eral glaciers, as compared to alternative approaches of ice-mass change estimates. We note, however, that 
comparisons with GNSS rates do not have the discriminative power to validate the related improvements 
of elastic predictions. This is due to their additional sensitivity to the GIA prediction, the involved uncer-
tainties, and the fact that the GNSS sites are not exactly situated where concentrated load changes occur.

5.4.1. Comparisons to Results Using Only GRACE or Only CryoSat-2

Altimetry alone estimated significantly less negative mass trends (−159 ± 62 Gt yr−1 for entire Greenland, 
−155 ± 55 Gt yr−1 for the GrIS, −4 ± 19 Gt yr−1 for the peripheral glaciers) than the data combination (Ta-
ble S5). Shepherd et al. (2019) noted that altimetry results tend to be less negative than results from satellite 
gravimetry and the mass-budget method. They also report a range of 121 Gt yr−1 (for 2005–2015) between 
different altimetry-based estimates. The difference between our preferred combined estimate and the altim-
etry-only estimate for entire Greenland (Table 3, last line) is 73 Gt yr−1. Reasons why radar altimetry may 
underestimate mass losses include the systematic undersampling of the low-lying surfaces of outlet glaciers 
because the altimeter measurement (in SARIn modus) refers to the closest surface point within its (Doppler 
beam-formed) footprint (Krieger, Strößenreuther et al., 2020; Thomas et al., 2008). The part of the glaciers 
thus undersampled are particularly subject to dynamically induced losses as well as to surface melting.

The combination constrains the overall mass-balance estimate toward the GRACE-only estimate 
(−250 ± 54 Gt yr−1) which is a significant improvement over the altimetry-only estimate. The combination 
further maintains the spatial pattern of the altimetry input which is a significant improvement over the 
gravimetry-only estimate especially in terms of the spatial resolution and allocation of mass changes to sin-
gle glaciers. In the adjustment altimetry-based observations of grid cells with a low uncertainty were given 
a high weight. Therefore, the combined mass estimates of those grid cells are only slightly influenced by 
the gravimetry-based observations. In contrast, for the grid cells with high altimetric uncertainties the com-
bination results are largely constrained by the Greenland-wide GRACE-derived mass changes and differ 
largely from the altimetry-based estimates (Figure S7a). As we obtain a larger mass loss signal from GRACE 
than from altimetry, compared to the altimetry-derived estimates the combination reduces mass gain at the 
upper part of SN and intensifies mass loss at the termini of ZI and SN as well as at the peripheral glaciers 
(Figure S7b). For this reason, the mass-loss rate over the basin ZI is larger from the combination than from 
altimetry or gravimetry alone. Similarly, over the basin SN the combination results exhibit slight negative 
rates while altimetry and gravimetry show slight positive rates (Table S4).

Using altimetric mass estimates smaller displacement rates were predicted in north-east Greenland than 
using the combination approach (Figure S7c). The differences have a maximum of 3.5 mm yr−1 at Holm 
Land. The differences between elastic predictions inferred from the combination and from gravimetric mass 
estimates reach maximum values of 8.0 and 5.9 mm yr−1 at the termini of ZI and SN where concentrated 
ice-load changes occur (Figure S7d). For the estimates at the GNSS sites, HOLM experiences the strongest 
influence of the combined mass analysis. There, the elastic predictions from altimetry and gravimetry are 
smaller than the refined estimate from the combination with values of 2.5 and 2.0 mm yr−1, respectively 
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Figure 10. Validation of the predicted vertical displacement rates against GNSS displacement rates at the TUD and GNET stations. The x-axis shows the 
displacement rates in mm yr−1. Gray boxes represent the GNSS measurements and their one-sigma uncertainty ranges. Colored boxes show the total predicted 
rates from version C1 to C5 and their one-sigma uncertainty ranges. Points and asterisks additionally show the split between the two components, the elastic 
displacement and the GIA uplift rates, respectively. GIA, glacial-isostatic adjustment; GNET, Greenland GPS network; GNSS, Global Navigation Satellite System; 
TUD, Technische Universität Dresden.
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(Tables 1 and S10). Considering the GIA Caron model, at HOLM the total predictions from altimetry and 
gravimetry are smaller than the measured GNSS uplift rates with values of 2.0 and 1.6 mm yr−1, respectively 
(Figures S9, S10h, and S10m).

5.4.2. Sensitivity to the Inclusion of Peripheral Glacier Estimates

Previous studies have typically analyzed the mass balance of the ice sheets and of glaciers and ice caps 
separately as well as by applying different methods (Bamber et  al.,  2018; Hanna et  al.,  2020; Marzeion 
et al., 2017; Noël et al., 2017). An overview of past studies on Greenland's peripheral glaciers and their 
considered outlines (e.g., according to the RGI Consortium, 2017) is given in Table S6. To examine the sig-
nificance of mass changes from peripheral glaciers we compared the results from version C3 to predictions 
based on a combined (GRACE-CryoSat-2) analysis excluding peripheral glaciers (denoted as C3_ex). Hence, 
in the observation Equations 14 and 15 the parameters  CΔ km  for pixels k belonging to peripheral glaciers 
were deleted, leading to the deletion of the corresponding Equation 14 and modification of each of the 
Equation 15.

The approach excluding peripheral glaciers estimated an ice-mass trend of −212 ± 37 Gt yr−1 for the GrIS, 
10 Gt yr−1 more negative than the approach including peripheral glaciers regarding the ice sheet area. Mass 
loss was also suggested to be greater for the drainage basins of ZI and NG compared to the results from 
version C3 (Table S11). Differences in rates of surface-mass change and in the elastic prediction between 
C3 and C3_ex occur mainly at the ice sheet margin and at peripheral glaciers (Figure S8). In north-east 
Greenland at the ice sheet margin the elastic predictions from version C3 are smaller than from C3_ex (by 
up to 2.2 mm yr−1) because in C3 part of GRACE's mass contribution was allocated to the peripheral glaciers 
(Table S12). Accordingly, at the peripheral glaciers the elastic predictions from C3 are larger than the elastic 
predictions from C3_ex (by up to 3.8 mm yr−1 at Holm Land). Regarding the GNSS sites the inclusion of 
peripheral glaciers in the combined mass analysis has the greatest impact on HOLM (difference of 2.5 mm 
yr−1). At HOLM the total prediction from C3_ex is 2.0 mm yr−1 smaller than the GNSS observations (Fig-
ures S9 and S10r).

6. Conclusion
In this study, we presented first results from TUD GNSS campaign measurements in north-east Greenland 
which took place between 2008 and 2017. In addition to the TUD sites, we processed records from the GNET 
stations in this region and thus, could extend the analysis from Khan et al. (2016) by 2 years. The results 
from our study and from Khan et al. (2016) confirm each other. Vertical rates of bedrock displacement are 
in the range from 2.8 mm yr−1 (at YMER near the upper part of SN where ice is thickening) to 8.9 mm yr−1 
(at LAMW between the outlets of NG and ZI where ice is massively thinning).

We used the independent GNSS measurements to validate predicted vertical displacement rates inferred 
from the sum of refined elastic estimates and GIA-induced displacements. Thereby, we investigated five 
different GIA models. Among all GNSS sites a minimum (2.4 mm yr−1) and maximum (7.0 mm yr−1) elastic 
deformation rate was predicted at YMER and LAMW, respectively. For the whole region the elastic predic-
tion revealed its maximum at the terminus of ZI (13.8 mm yr−1). The total bedrock-displacement predic-
tions implied by the model of Caron et al. (2018), the models Huy3 (Lecavalier et al., 2014), and GNET-GIA 
(Khan et al., 2016) were validated by the GNSS uplift rates within the uncertainty ranges of the predicted 
and measured rates. These three GIA models suggest a relatively small GIA signal at the GNSS sites: 1.3–
2.9 mm yr−1 (Caron), 0.7–2.5 mm yr−1 (Huy3), and 2.1–4.4 mm yr−1 (GNET-GIA). In contrast, GIA rates at 
the GNSS sites modeled by ICE-6G (Peltier et al., 2015, 2018) and by the model A13 (A et al., 2013) are in 
the range of 4.0–8.3 and 3.3–6.7 mm yr−1, respectively. We demonstrate that the two models ICE-6G and 
A13 overestimate GIA in north-east Greenland since the total predictions yielded by these GIA models are 
systematically higher than the GNSS rates.

We combined GRACE and CryoSat-2 data to refine ongoing ice-mass change estimates and infer improved 
predictions of the elastic response. The combination approach resolved ice-mass changes in north-east 
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Greenland at glacier scale (grid resolution of 1.5 × 1.5 km2) and included peripheral glaciers. Over the pe-
riod July 2010 to June 2017 Greenland's ice-mass trend is −233 ± 43 Gt yr−1, whereby the GrIS and periph-
eral glaciers contribute 87% and 13%, respectively. We demonstrated the impact of ice-mass changes from 
peripheral glaciers not only on Greenland's mass balance estimate but also on the predictions of bedrock 
displacement in the study area. Neglecting peripheral glaciers would lead to an underestimation of the pre-
dicted rates at locations near peripheral glaciers.

The complementarity of satellite altimetry and satellite gravimetry benefits the refined ice-mass 
change estimates from the combination: while the spatial resolution of the altimetric elevation changes 
is maintained, Greenland's mass balance estimate is adjusted to GRACE. The integration of gravimet-
ric mass-balance estimates constrains the altimetric difficulties of converting volume to mass and of 
capturing elevation changes in steep terrain. However, these difficulties are still reflected in the high 
uncertainties of the combined estimates especially seen at the border of the ice sheet and at peripheral 
glaciers. For future work, mass-balance estimates of individual outlet glaciers can be improved by in-
cluding records from imaging satellite missions, high-resolution interferometric SAR techniques, Cry-
oSat-2 swath processing or satellite and airborne laser altimetry to the GRACE-CryoSat-2 combination. 
In doing so, small-scale variations which are not resolved by conventional CryoSat-2 SARIn processing 
could be accounted for.

A consistent treatment of the GIA effect based on model predictions was achieved throughout the whole 
analysis. This applies to the following processing steps: adding external degree-one terms for the monthly 
GRACE solutions, GIA correction of gravimetric mass-change and altimetric volume-change estimates, 
and derivation of the total predicted bedrock displacements. The independent GNSS measurements further 
enabled the evaluation of gravimetric ice-mass change estimates which are in particular affected by un-
certainties of the GIA contribution. We showed that the GIA mass effect of north-east Greenland is about 
31% of the ice-mass change rate according to the validated Caron GIA model and the regional integration 
approach employed. Even though our findings narrow down the GIA correction in north-east Greenland as 
reported by Barletta et al. (2013), the estimated GIA mass effect is still significant. In contrast to the Caron 
model, ICE-6G or A13 (which overpredict GIA uplift rates in this region) suggested a GIA mass effect of 
about 40% of the ice-loss. These estimates corroborate the need for more accurate GIA models, particularly 
when studying individual drainage basins.

Appendix A: Conversion of Elevation Change to Mass Changes—An 
Alternative Method

An alternative method to convert surface-elevation change to mass change uses modeled variations in 
firn-column thickness firnΔh  (Hurkmans et al., 2014; Kuipers Munneke et al., 2015). firnΔh  were derived 
from the RACMO-driven firn densification model IMAU-FDM (Kuipers Munneke et  al.,  2015; Ligten-
berg et  al.,  2018) (Figure  A1a) and removed from corΔh  to obtain ice-dynamical elevation-change rates 

   d cor firnΔ Δ Δh h h  (Figure  A1b). In the following, dΔh  were converted to an ice-dynamical mass sig-
nal    d ice dΔ Δh . In doing so, changes in the firn column that are only causing variations in volume 
and not in mass (compaction, percolation and refreezing of melt water) were already considered. Finally, 
rates of surface-mass change due to SMB processes  firnΔ  (Figure A1c) were added back by the regional 
climate model RACMO2.3p2 (Noël et  al.,  2016, 2018) to gain the total altimetric mass-balance estimate 
     A d firnΔ Δ Δ  (Figure A1d).

The change rates in firn-column thickness and surface mass exhibit different spatial pattern mainly in the 

interior of the GrIS above the equilibrium-line altitude:  firnΔ  is close to zero while firnΔh  is lowering over 
the period July 2010 to June 2017. This is explainable due to variations in firn compaction and an increase in 
surface melt with melt water refreezing in the firn column (S. Ligtenberg, personal communication, 2018).

However, subtracting firnΔh  from the altimetry-derived corΔh  caused unrealistic ice-dynamical thickening 
across the interior and several areas at the ice sheet's margin. Most likely, the reason for these discrepan-
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cies is a combined effect of errors in RACMO2.3p2 and the altimetry product. On the one hand, changing 
penetration into the surface and volume scattering are high uncertainty factors of radar altimeters. Despite 
these time-variable effects were modeled in our analysis, uncertainties remain. Furthermore, a possible 
underestimation of surface lowering from CryoSat-2 regarding the margins of the GrIS and the peripheral 
glaciers was already discussed in Section 3.3.

On the other hand, an overestimation of decreasing firn-column thickness is possible as well: Biases of 
surface melt in the RACMO2.3p2 time series would have a different effect on firnΔh  and  firnΔ  as surface 
melt directly affects the firn densification model in contrast to the SMB in the regional climate model (S. 
Ligtenberg, personal communication, 2018). Beyond that,  firnΔ  are rates of cumulative SMB anomalies 
referring to a reference SMB defined over the period 1960–1979 for which the climate is assumed to be in 
equilibrium (Kuipers Munneke et al., 2015). The choice of the reference period has a big impact on the time 
series of cumulative SMB anomalies and, thus, on the inferred linear rates (van den Broeke et al., 2009; 
Wouters et al., 2015). An uncertainty of about 20 Gt yr−1 was indicated by van den Broeke et al. (2009) in 
the linear rate.

Data Availability Statement
Predictions of the GIA model ICE-6G_D (VM5a) are available at https://www.atmosp.physics.utoron-
to.ca/~peltier/data.php and at supporting information of Peltier et  al.  (2018). Predictions of the GIA 
model Caron et al. (2018) can be downloaded from https://vesl.jpl.nasa.gov/solid-earth/gia. The monthly 
GRACE solutions were obtained from https://www.tugraz.at/institute/ifg/downloads/gravity-field-mod-
els/itsg-grace2018/. We thank the European Space Agency for providing the altimetry data products and 
V. Helm (AWI) for processing and providing CryoSat-2 SARIn data. The refined ice-mass change es-
timates from this study are available as gridded data set at PANGAEA (https://doi.org/10.1594/PAN-
GAEA.922884). GNSS-derived uplift rates and the elastic prediction at the GNSS sites are provided by 
this paper.
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Figure A1. Mass conversion of elevation-change rates - method 2: (a) rates of firn-column thickness changes firnΔh , (b) resulting ice-dynamical elevation-
change rates dΔh , (c) rates of cumulative SMB changes  firnΔ  (c), (d) resulting total mass-change rates AΔ
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